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Recurring trending feature of a particular duration or size can normally be observed in the scale-free
fluctuation of economic and market data. While it contradicts the notion of being scale free, trends are
generally believed to exist. From the explicit result of multiplicative cascade and empirical evidence, we show
the presence of local cascades underlying the recurring trend and such characteristic is in fact an integral part
rather than an aberration of the scale-free fluctuation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Complex dynamics in biological �1� and financial systems
�2–10� are commonly found to exhibit scale-free or fractal
fluctuation that possesses no reference scale for characteriza-
tion. However, it is not uncommon to observe in such fluc-
tuations recurring trends of particular duration and size, sug-
gesting the contrary of the scale-free notion. These
seemingly conflicting views have led to the precarious nature
of trend. Adding to the perception is also the intermittent
character of the trend that does not register specific Fourier
mode�s�. For example, consider the monthly U.S. unemploy-
ment rate �UR� in Fig. 1�a�. Although the economic down-
turn is seen to recur with a particular temporal pattern, UR is
described by a 1 / f-like power-law spectrum. Indeed, the
fluctuation of economic and market data provides the prime
example of the sort, from the well-studied leverage effect
�11,12� to the less understood “end-of-month-return”
�EOMR� phenomenon �13,14� �Fig. 1�b��, where recurring
trends and scale-free characteristics are both believed to ex-
ist.

In this work, we attempt to define and analyze potential
trending feature in the scale-free fluctuation of economic and
market data. By systematically comparing past and future
fluctuations, the idea of variability trend �VT� is introduced
for this purpose. From the important class of the scale-free
process known as multiplicative random cascade, we show
that VT exists and reveals the tree structure underlying the
scale-free fluctuation. When compared to the economic and
market data, similar property is found that ties the recurring
trend to the scale-free property in the fluctuation.

In the next section, VT is introduced. In Sec. III, VTs
from the more conventional trending features, such as poly-
nomial and periodic trends, to that in scale-free fluctuation
are shown. In Sec. IV, VTs in economic and market data are
analyzed where evidence of recurring trends and the relation
to the scale-free structure are presented. Concluding remarks
are given in the last section.

II. VARIABILITY TREND

The main idea of our approach is to focus on the emer-
gence of persistent trend using the increment �dx�t�=x�t�
−x�t−d�, where x�t� represents some scale-free process.
Consider the mean-square increment ��dx�t�2 /d in an inter-

val of d samples. Define the difference of such increments
from the past and future, respectively,

�d�−
2�t,T1� = A2

−�t,d� − A1
−�t,T1,d� ,

�d�+
2�t,T2� = A2

+�t,T2,d� − A1
+�t,d� , �1�

where A1
− ,A2

− denote, respectively, the mean-square incre-
ment of the past intervals I1

−= �t−T1 , t−T1+d−1�, I2
−= �t−d

+1, t�, and A1
+ ,A2

+ denotes, respectively, the mean-square in-
crement of the future intervals I1

+= �t , t+d−1�, I2
+= �t+T2−d

+1, t+T2�. Note that

A1
−�t,T1,d� = A2

−�t − T1 + d − 1,d� ,

A1
+�t,d� = A2

−�t + d − 1,d� ,

A2
+�t,T2,d� = A2

−�t + T2,d� . �2�

Hence, �d�−,+
2 can be found efficiently once A2

−�t ,d� is ob-
tained.

Naturally, �d�−,+
2 involve two sets of time scales: d re-

lated to �dx�t� and T1,2 related to the fluctuation of �dx�t�.
We call an increasing �decreasing� VT from I1

−,+ to I2
−,+ if

�d�−,+
2 �0 ��d�−,+

2 �0�. Define

U�t,T1,T2,d� = �d�−
2�t,T1� � �d�+

2�t,T2� . �3�

Let Y�T1 ,T2 ,d�= �t ,U�0� record the persistent VT with in-
creasing �decreasing� VT in both I1,2

− and I1,2
+ , and

G�T1 ,T2 ,d�= �t ,U�0� record alternating VT with increas-
ing �decreasing� VT in I1,2

− followed by a decreasing �increas-
ing� VT in I1,2

+ �Fig. 2�. Finally, we estimate the relative
chance of the two trends

O�T1,T2,d� = ��Y� − �G��/��Y� + �G�� , �4�

where � · � denotes number of elements of the set.
We shall next argue in heuristic terms how a persistent

trend in the fluctuation may “reveal” itself as the local
maxima of O. Since I2

− , I1
+ are neighboring intervals, U is

naturally skewed to the negative, which implies a negative
O. When fluctuations in most I1,2

− and I1,2
+ exhibit similar

trending feature, the number of persistent VT episode in-
creases, suggesting �Y�	�G� and a potential local maximum
O	0. When the fluctuation in most I1,2

− , I1,2
+ exhibit different

trending features, the opposite �Y�� �G� is implied, suggest-
ing a potential local minimum of O. In much the same spirit,
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Monthly UR data from 1948:01:01 to 2008:06:01 �726 months�. Selected peaks are marked as � and tick
marked as �1 ,�2 , . . .. Inset shows the 1 / f-like power spectrum. �b� Daily closing DJIA D�t� from 1928:10:1 to 2008:01:07 where t denotes
the td. After transforming to k calendar day �c.d.�, EOMR is shown in the inset based on the log-return Rd= 
log�D�k� /D�k−d��� , k
=1,2 , . . . ,31 c.d. of the month. The thin lines show �1 standard deviation from the scatter of d=1, . . . ,10. �c� O− �“–�–”�, O+ �“–�–”�,
and Ô �thick line� at d=7 td. Grid lines are drawn for every 21 td �	1 trading month�.
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O may be thought of as a “zero-crossing” counter, except
that it is aimed at capturing the persistent VT.

To capture the recurring trend, consider

O−�T1,d� = �
T2

O/N2,O+�T2,d� = �
T1

O/N1, �5�

where N1,2 is the number of T1,2. From the above, the local
maxima of O− capture the trend in I1,2

− recurring in the future
and the local maxima of O+ capture the trend in I1,2

+ recurring
in the past. As a result, recurring trends can be captured
as the dominant mode of O−,+ via a spectrum calcula-
tion, S−�f ,d�= �O−�T1 ,d�exp�−2	fT1�dT1�2 and S+�f ,d�
= �O+�T2 ,d�exp�−2	fT2�dT2�2.

III. VT OF ARTIFICIAL TRENDING FEATURES

In this section, we will first examine the VT of some
conventional trending features to provide contrasts to the
scale-free fluctuation.

A. Conventional trending features

By definition, VT is insensitive to the monotonic trending
feature. For example, a polynomial trend given by x�t�
=atn ,n�1 implies �d�−,+

2 �0. In this case, O=1 is simply a
flat surface �G=0�. For the linear trend in particular, U is
identically zero since �d�−,+

2 =0.
A periodic function, x�t�=x�t+T�, T�R, represents per-

haps the simplest recurring trending feature with a unique
scale T. In this case, �d�−,+

2 are periodic, which implies, for
k�Z and any fixed T2, U�t ,T1+kT,T2 ,d�=U�t ,T1 ,T2 ,d�
and O−�T1+kT,d�=O−�T1 ,d�. Similarly, O+�T2+kT,d�
=O+�T2 ,d�. Hence, the scale of the recurring trend T is cap-
tured by the dominant mode �15� of S−,+ at f =1 /T.

For independent and identically distributed �iid� pro-
cesses, the fluctuation is trendless in that U�t ,T1 ,T2 ,d�
=U�t ,d� is independent of T1,2. From the iid property, it can
also be shown that U has a negative expectation. As a result,
O and thus O−,+ are negative constant functions.

Scale-free fluctuation represents a paradigm that lies be-
tween the traditional trending features and the trendless fluc-
tuation of the iid process. For the important class of the
scale-free process known as the multiplicative random cas-
cade �MRC�, we show that recurring trending feature exists
and can be effectively captured by O.

B. Variability trend in MRC

A MRC is a process defined by the product of many sub-
processes varying on a range of different time scales
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Schematics of VT: �a� two possible sce-
narios for persistent VT. �b� Two possible scenarios for alternating
VT.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� A
sample of the dyadic MRC x�t�
and the power-law power spec-
trum averaged from the 100 sets
of x�t�. Error bars of one standard
deviation are shown.
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�16–19�. In this work, we consider x�t�=� j=1
J 
 j�t� where


 j�t��0 is a discrete-time iid process, varying according to
some law L


�j� and only at tk
�j�=kbJ /bj−1, b�Z+. The set of

discrete times t�j� forms the structure of the so-called b-adic
tree of MRC. The tree is critical to MRC as it leads to the
scale-free characteristics in the fluctuation.

To study the VT of MRC, numerical experiment is first
conducted. Note, artificial T1,2 dependence is introduced
when T1,2�2d−2. Hence, only T1,2�2d−2 should be con-
sidered. Without loss of generality, let b=2 �dyadic cascade�.
We generated 100 sets of x�t� of 8192 points. Gaussian law
of mean 1 and decreasing variance is used �20�: L


�j�

=N�1,2−2 exp�−0.076j�� �Fig. 3�. Figure 4 shows the en-
semble average of the contour of O for d=1,4 ,8. Cell pat-
terns are seen to emerge in intervals of 4d samples. They
characterize the underlying tree of MRC as we now explain.

To simplify discussions, let d=2k. Consider �d�−
2 in

Eq. �1�. From the dyadic tree, one can show A2
−

=A2
−�m�t ,k�� , A1

−=A1
−�n�t ,T1 ,k��, m ,n� �0,J−k�, where,

for �=m ,n, A1,2
− ���=C�

2�t−d+1
t ���+1

J 
 j�2, C��t�=�1
�
 j�t�

�the dependent variable “t” will be suppressed�. For k�J, C�
2

is the dominant factor of A1,2
− ���. The cell pattern can thus

be analyzed by m ,n as functions of t ,T1. Consider first
m�t ,k� in A2

−. Denote A ,B ,C ,D , . . . as J− �k+1� , J− �k

+2� , J− �k+3� , J− �k+4� , . . ., respectively. Due to the dy-
adic tree, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
set �m�t ,k� , t=1,2 , . . .� and the symbolic sequence made up
of sub-blocks of 2d samples and of the form A¯, 
=B ,C ,D , . . .,

�¯AB ¯ BAC ¯ CAB ¯ BAD ¯ DAB ¯ BAC ¯ C¯� .

�6�

More, �=AB¯B in Eq. �6� is a periodic block of period 4d
and, for m��,

A2
−�m� = CJ−�k+2�

2 �
t�=t−d+1

t � �
J−�k+1�

J


 j�t��2� .

Similarly for A1
−, �n�t ,T1 ,k� , t=1,2 , . . .� is given by Eq. �6�

shifted T1−d+1 samples to the right. When the shift equals
l4d , l�Z, the segments corresponding to � in A1,2

− line up
perfectly. Their difference creates in �d�−

2�t ,T1� segments of
statistically identical property, repeating for every 4d
samples. In what follows, these segments are referred to as
the �� segments.
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FIG. 4. �Color� Contours of O averaged over 100 sets of dyadic cascade: �a� d=1, �b� d=4, and �c� d=8. Six color scales from
−3	3 standard deviations of the surface variation in O are used. In �d� shows O− �gray� for d=1,2 ,4 ,8 �blue �dark grey� curves, bottom
to top for clarity�. Life of local maxima from birth �red �dark grey � “�”� to death �green �light grey� “�”� are shown and guided by dashed
lines. Local maxima exist beyond the analyzed d range are shown in vertical solid lines. Result from O+ is indistinguishable.
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The �d�+
2 is analyzed the same with the same �� seg-

ments emerging at T2= l�4d+ �d−1� , l��Z. By Eq. �3�, U
=�d�−

2�d�+
2, the product of the �� segments thus implies

persistent VT. Its period of 4d implies the cell pattern seen in
Fig. 4. Note that longer periodic blocks other than � exist.
These additional “modes” contribute to the changing pattern
in the cells.

Given T1,2, the local maxima of O−,+ can be estimated
based on the number of persistent VT in U. For example, by
Eqs. �3� and �6�, a straightforward counting shows 	N /8
persistent VTs for T1=2d , T2=8d or 	N /2 persistent VTs
for T1,2=8d ,8d, where N is the number of data points. For
MRC, one can show the local maxima of O−,+ at T1,2

�

= l2k+1 , l�2k+1 for d� �2k−1 ,2k� and integers l , l� ,k�1. Re-
sults for d=1,2 ,4 ,8 are shown in Fig. 4�d�.

Two observations can be made that show the distinct VT
characteristics of MRC: �a� the local maxima are perfectly
aligned and only exists for a finite d range and �b� by arrang-
ing O−,+ vertically from small to large d, the tree of MRC
can be traced out by connecting the local maxima from

“birth” to “death” �Fig. 4�d��. The emergence of the tree
structure in Fig. 4�d� makes sense in that the averaging in
obtaining the mean-square increment “washes out” the vari-
ability of scales �d so U only fluctuates according to the
“next in scale” of the tree built recursively in the cascade.

The ability to track the tree provides the opportunity to
systematically examine similar structures in the empirical
data. This may be achieved by tracking the dominant modes
of S−,+. Since the variability of scale �d is averaged in the
mean-square process �1�, medium to high-frequency modes
are suppressed in O−,+ as d increases. As a result, the modes
of S−,+ can be buried in the broad band fluctuation of O−,+ as
d increases. To extract the dominant modes in practice, we
first delete a polynomial trend in S−,+. In addition, to prop-
erly reveal and compare the dominant modes for a range of
d, S−,+ is further normalized according to max�S−,+�=1.

Take the MRC as an example. The dominant modes of
S−,+ are located at f =1 /2k+1 for d� �2k−1 ,2k�. Hence, the
persistent VT is translated into persistent modes of S−,+ as a
function of d. On the d� f plane, the level set ��d , f� ,S−,+
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=C0� reveals a step-wise descending contour configuration of
the dominant modes that is particular to the underlying tree
�Fig. 5�. Such a pattern quickly stablizes as ensemble size
increases the averaging process. This provides a clear con-
trast to the other scale-free fluctuation we discuss next.

C. Other scale-free fluctuation

In general, there are also scale-free processes that do not
prescribe to a tree structure. In this section, we shall examine
the example of fractional Brownian motion �fBm� which has
a continuous scale-free property. In this case, we will show
that the distribution of dominant modes in S−,+ is qualita-
tively different.

By definition �21�, a fBm x�t� is a stochastic process that
is continuous with probability 1 and has a stationary Gauss-
ian increment,

Prob�x�t� − x�t − d� � z� = �2	d2H�−1/2�
−�

z

exp�− u2/2d2H�du ,

�7�

where H is known as the Hurst exponent. Without loss of

generality, let x�0�=0, and Eq. �7� implies, for any d�R,
that

x�dt�=lawd−Hx�t� , �8�

where=law means identical in law. Hence, x�t� is self-similar
and lacks an absolute scale for its characterization. One may
synthesize fBm by randomizing the Weierstrass function or
by using the wavelet transform �21�. Unlike MRC, the syn-
thesis of fBm does not involve a tree construct. As a result,
the persistent VT in fBm scatters does not exhibit any recur-
ring trend.

To show this numerically, we simulate 100 sets of x�t� of
2000 points for H=0.2,0.5,0.8. For each x�t� in the en-
semble, the VT is analyzed for T1,2� �2d ,256� and the re-
sults ensemble averaged to obtain the O−,+. The contour con-
figuration of the dominant modes of S− for d� �1,20� are
shown in Fig. 6 �S+ is similar and not shown�. The dominant
modes for fBm are seen to reside over a continuous band on
the d� f plane. We also found that the larger the ensemble
size is, the clearer this pattern develops �Figs. 6�a� and 6�b��.
In contrast, the contour configuration of MRC shows little
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variation with the ensemble size �Figs. 5�a� and 5�b��. This
comparison demonstrates the unique property in the scale-
free fluctuation derived from a treelike structure.

IV. VARIABILITY TREND OF ECONOMIC
AND MARKET DATA

For the empirical data, the average Ô= �O−+O+� /2 is
used since O−,+ are not significantly different. Figure 7�a�
shows the Ô from UR data �Fig. 1�a��. The local maxima
show a “fractured” but similar configuration as the cascade’s.

The spectral density of Ô is calculated as a function

of frequency and d, Ŝ�f ,d�= �Ô�T ,d�exp�−2	fT�dT�2.
The step-wise descending contour configuration found
in MRC �Fig. 5� is clearly present in the UR data
�Fig. 7�b��. The dominant modes are estimated at f
=0.008,0.01,0.012,0.022,0.035,0.06 �1/month�. These nu-
meric values suggest severe economic downturns recurred at
the time scales 	17, 29, 45, 83, 100, and 125 �month� or
	1.4, 2.4, 3.8, 6.9, 8.3, and 10.4 years.

To match the evidence in the data, let �1 ,�2 , . . . be selected
at easily recognized peak locations of the UR data �“�” in
Fig. 1�a��. The intervals �i=�i+1−�i are found to lie in two
bands �28, 60� and �115, 140�. The �i in the two bands are
averaged to 	46 124 �month� consistent with the estimates

from Ŝ. Since these peaks reveal the recurring trend of UR,

the structure implied from Ŝ suggests that some treelike
structure likely underlies the recursive nature of economic
downturns.

As a second application, we turn to the EOMR trend in
the daily closing index of Dow Jones Industrial Average
�DJIA� �Fig. 1�b��. The fluctuation in DJIA has been reported

in many studies �6–8�. Again, the local maxima of Ô show
fractured but similar characteristics as the cascade �Fig.
8�a��. In this case, the connection to the trending feature of
EOMR is immediate. For example, for d=7 trading days
�td�, local maxima are mostly separated in intervals of
	21 td �	1 trading month�, matching the characteristic of
EOMR �see Fig. 1�b��. The dominant modes estimated from

Ŝ also show the similar step-wise descending pattern as
d increases �Fig. 8�b��. These modes are located at
f 	0.01,0.017,0.037,0.048 �1/month� or 	100,59,27,21
td. Similar to the UR interpretation, these dominant modes of

Ŝ suggest that the EOMR phenomenon is likely a manifes-
tation of certain multiple scaling structure rather than the
presence of Fourier mode�s�.

To tentatively compare to the dominant modes of MRC,
gaps are observed in the treelike object of UR data. They are
found in the intervals d� �34,43� and �59,63�, which aver-
aged to 	3.2 and 	5.1 years, respectively. In the gap re-
gions, a different set of dominant modes is seen to emerge
outside the contour configuration. For DJIA, the treelike ob-
ject seems more “intact” and the transition between the
dominant modes can be estimated at d	5, 12, 16, and 26 td.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The notion of trend in the scale-free fluctuation is defined
and systematically examined based on the idea of VT and the
relative increase in persistent VT episode. From MRC and
empirical data, a plausible scenario emerges, which relates
the recurring trend to the scale-free structure of the fluctua-
tion. In particular, we suggest that the localized treelike
structure underlies the trending feature in the scale-free fluc-
tuation; i.e., rather than an aberration, the recurring trend is a
manifestation and an integral part of the scale-free fluctua-
tion.

While the analyzed data share the similar VT structure
as MRC, their details appear to be more complex. It is plau-
sible that multiple treelike structures are present. For ex-
ample, Fig. 7�a� shows the “splitting” of a local maxima at
T	340 and d	12 �sixth curve from the bottom�, suggesting
the possible birth of a new cascade. Note that this also coin-
cides with the additional mode identified in the gap region
mentioned above. Finally, the more “recognizable” trending
feature in UR could suggest similar cascade subprocesses
underlying the treelike object in severe economic downturns.
In contrast, the recurring VT of MRC, while shown to exist,
is not discernible from the raw data.

It is of interest to compare to other frequency domain
approach. As discussed in the introduction, the Fourier trans-
form of the raw data reveals only the 1 / f-like power-law
spectrum. As shown in this study, the fluctuation of MRC
does contain certain “phase” information that is closely re-
lated to the underlying tree, i.e., the cell pattern in Fig. 4. The
result of Fourier or similar integral transform is largely based
on the random amplitude of the fluctuation data. The alter-
native to using VT provides the chance to extract this phase
information. This comment also applies to the wavelet ap-
proach which is an integral transform that relies on the fit of
the mother wavelet to the data. But we should mention the
similar effect that the so-called wavelet transform modulus
maxima method is able to achieve when applied to a deter-
ministic cascade �Cantor set� �see, for example, Fig. 1d in
Ref. �22��. However, it becomes quickly ineffective to ex-
tract the tree structure when applied to MRC.

For a more detailed understanding of the scale-free fluc-
tuation and the recurring trend, modeling in reference to the
specific market variables is necessary. The main implication
of the current study is that these two characteristics may have
to be modeled as a whole rather than separate elements of the
dynamics. More general questions such as the initiation and
organization, if any, of multiple treelike structures in scale-
free fluctuation are the challenges in the future work.
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